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Cocorioko website
Wednesday, 24 January 2007
http://www.cocorioko.net/CDFtomergewithPMDC.html
CDF AND PMDC TO FORM A UNITED FRONT
COCORIOKO, your popular and most trusted source of information online can now reliable
inform our readers that a watershed moment in Sierra Leone politics is about to happen. The Civil
Defence Force ( CDF) , which valiantly helped to redeem Sierra Leone from the murderous
clutches of the RUF and AFRC rebels , is about to declare its position in Sierra Leone's political
metamorphosis.
Through frantic, efficient, water-tight and relentless investigation by this newspaper, we can now
reliably report that the CDF and the new People's Movement For Democratic Change
(PMDC) are edging towards the formation of a united front. .
COCORIOKO was given the scoop by sources that we will not divulge now, after diligent
and dogged investigation , both for professional and confidentiality purposes but we were able to
prise from the sources valuable information that 90% of the modalities for the merger have
already been worked out." Following your relentless investigation, we are giving you this scoop
because we note that your paper has been doing a wonderful job in objective and fair journalism
on the internet. Though other papers have been behind us for confirmation of the proposed
merger, we have not given this confirmation to any newspaper , neither in Sierra Leone nor
internationally . But you can tell your eager readers that unless something dramatic happens ,
which we do not envisage, the deal is almost done and an announcement to the effect is pending",
one of the officials assured COCORIOKO.
COCORIOKO, a newspaper that does not normally rush to print until it is convinced about the
veracity of the story , badgered the sources to ensure that they were right with this information.
We insisted that we did not want to lose credibility, but the sources stuck to their guns that the
merger was on the way. "Unless something dramatic happens (Which we do not envisage), the
deal is almost done and an announcement to the effect will soon be made. "
. Other sources in Sierra Leone we questioned extensively during our investigation told us us
that officials of the PMDC have extended an invitation to members of the Kamajor Movement to
join the party. The sources said that they were sure that the Kamajors had accepted the invitation
and If the Kamajors and especially their incarcerated leader, Hinga Norman, join the PMDC, it
will be a watershed event in Sierra Leone national politics and one that will seriously erode the
support base for the ruling SLPP and its standard bearer, Vice President Solomon Berewa, for the
July 2007 general and presidential elections.
But neither some PMDC officials in the USA nor Rev. Alfred SamForay, Spokesman for Mr.
Norman who is reportedly seeking medical treatment in Senegal, could confirm or deny our
reports. In a telephone conversation with this paper, SamForay, who never dilly-dallies when it
comes to hitting the nail on the head, rather repeated an earlier release he had made that the
Kamajors were free to join any political party in the country for the forthcoming elections. "So,
in effect, you are not denying the story? ", COCORIOKO asked . Samforay hesitated for a while
and then philosophied : "This is a most critical election for Sierra Leone, and the Kamajors will
not be voting for any party or any one just because they speak Mende or come from the South or
the East. We will look carefully at candidates who will promote the general interest of our people
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and the plight of the CDF leaders on trial. We are also keenly interested in those candidates or
political parties who have a plan on how to lift Sierra Leone from the permanent status as a
beggar nation to a free country" .Samforay said further: "This time around, our people especially
the Kamajors will not be taken for granted by any one or any political party. If the PMDC, as you
say, has a plan for us and the nation, we will look at it very carefully and advise Kamajors
accordingly. Ultimately, it is left to them as whom they support, not Chief Norman, Mr. Fofana
or Mr. Kondewa."
Asked whether Chief Norman would go along with the move by the Kamajors, Rev. Samforay
said the most important thing for the Chief now is the treatment he is receiving at Senegal and he
asked that Norman be not included presently in this talk of a CDF/PMDC united front. Calls
made to PMDC Leader, Charles Margai, have not been returned, but the informants include top
PMDC officials and former CDF combatants in Sierra Leone pleading anonymity for now.
Cockorioko Press will bring you more details.
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Patriotic Vanguard website
Tuesday, 23 January 2007
http://www.thepatrioticvanguard.com/article.php3?id_article=967
Letter from a Hinga Norman Loyalist
Good Folks,
Please be advised that Chief Norman is fairing well and will undergo another series of tests
tomorrow and hopefully we shall know the date for his surgery.
Some of you have tried to contact Chief at the number we stated
earlier and were not able to get through for one or more reasons.
Please bear in mind that Chief Norman is till in custody and his
access is, of course, limited. None the less, the guards in Senegal
have been very courteous and accommodating to us. All of my calls
since the blow-up immediately following their arrival in Senegal
have gone through.
If you have tried to call and were told you could not speak to Chief for one reason or the other,
please keep your cool. Keep in mind that the prison guards in Senegal are not our enemies or the
people who put Chief in prison. They are just following the proverbial instructions. Please try not
to take your frustrations out on them. Save your energy for the yahoos in Freetown who put Chief
in prison in the first place. Pick your fights wisely and let’s save the big guns for the big dogs, if
you get my drift.
There are several reasons why they may not let you through. You may not be a family member or
a registered name with the Detention Center in Freetown. They may also rightly or wrongly not
like your attitude if you try to argue with them. Chief himself may occasionally place restrictions
in other to get some needed rest. While in Freetown, he was constantly in one meeting or another
with family, friends and supporters some of whom come all the way from upline to find out if he
had died. There are also an inordinate amount of calls from all over the world pouring to the
Detention Center in Darkar and yours may be one that does not get through.
Whatever the case, those of you who wish to call and are unable to, may contact us by private
mail and your well wishes will be relayed to Chief Norman. Meanwhile, we will keep you
informed of any developments as we are able to. Presently, we anticipate surgery hopefully some
time this week two more things. Please do not ask the guards where Mr. Norman is presently held
at. They under strict instructions not to release that information for obvious reasons. In any case,
if you are not going to Dakar, there is no need to know that.
Kind Regards,
A. SamForay,
Hinga Norman-CDF Defence Fund.
Photo: Chief Norman, about to be flown to Dakar.
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Awareness Times Online
Tuesday, 23 July 2007
Sierra Leone's Hingha Norman Located in Senegal
By Sayoh Kamara & Modou Njie

Exhaustive and intensive investigations by Awareness Times which included the hiring of one of
Senegal's top investigators over the weekend has finally yielded dividend and this newspaper can
now authoritatively reveal the EXACT location right down to the exact room number in Dakar,
Senegal where Chief Sam Hingha Norman is being held by the Special Court for Sierra Leone.
When Awareness Times contacted the Special Court Spokesman and Chief of Information, Peter
Andersen late last evening with our compiled facts, Mr. Andersen refused to confirm the veracity
of our investigations. Interestingly, he also refused to deny our claims.
According to Andersen, he was not authorised to discuss the location of Hingha Norman with
reporters but he repeated severally that Chief Norman was being treated with the utmost respect
in Dakar Senegal.
"I repeat again that he is in the VIP (Very Important Persons) wing of the same top military
hospital where Senegalese Ministers of Government get treated." Andersen stated whilst warning
this newspaper that the paper's persistence to find out the location of Hingha Norman meant the
paper was threading on grounds that could be considered as "contemptuous" of the Special Court.
Awareness Times is however so sure of the veracity of our information and we have also sought
legal advise upon which we are going ahead to publish that Chief Norman is currently being held
at the L'hôpital Aristide Le Dantec (HALD Hospital) along Avenue Pasteur in Dakar, Sénégal
which hospital our investigations further reveal is under the care of a military doctor by the name
of Colonel Diop Massamba.
Although we know the exact number of the Room where Norman is being held, we are
withholding this information due to legal advice we have received. However, we can
authoritatively state that Chief Norman is in a private hospital room right next to Issa Sesay who
is in the adjoining private room. The two rooms are both private rooms which have coloured
televisions, private bathrooms and are fully airconditioned.
Our investigations also reveal that this HALD Military Hospital was the exact same location that
Chief Norman had been flown to since his arrival in Senegal. This therefore contradicted earlier
claims that the Chief was being held at a "jailyard" in Senegal.
However, Awareness Times extensive investigations now authoritatively reveal from our top
notch sources in Senegal that initially when Chief Norman was taken to the military hospital, the
Senegalese guards who are not as well trained as the international Special Court security, had not
been as "polite" as expected in their handling of the Chief and the RUF's Issa Sesay which led to
the Chief feeling very intimidated by their presence and naturally concluding that he had been
taken to a typical African jailyard.
Our sources reveal that the refusal of the Senegalese soldiers to allow Chief Norman to move out
of his room for some exercise also compounded the situation. Our sources in Senegal reveal that
Chief Norman had been emotionally traumatised by the frightening and uncompromising stance
of the Senegalese security.
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Our sources also reveal that the international uproar caused by the bitter complaints of Chief
Norman to Awareness Times Newspaper, led to the Special Court having to re-negotiate with the
Senegalese security guards about the respectful handling and treatment of detainees according to
international standards. Additionally, our sources also reveal that when Chief Norman and
Issa Sesay were first taken to the rooms, the rooms were in a relatively deplorable manner as
compared to the Special Court detention rooms in Freetown.
"The rooms had not been completely cleaned out of the debris from construction work that had
been recently done on them to fortify them and the bathrooms, although they were private
bathrooms were in such an anaesthetic condition that there was not even toilet paper in them. The
Chief was quite right. It really was not a conducive atmosphere especially compared to what
Chief Norman had been used to in Freetown." our hired investigator wrote in his email dispatch
from the Senegalese capital yesterday.
Meanwhile, Ms. Juliet Norman, the daughter of the detained Chief Norman had earlier confirmed
to Awareness Times that her father's living conditions had been "dramatically improved" since
she went on her press offensive to highlight the plight of her Dad on his initial arrival in Senegal.
According to Juliet Norman, her father had been made far more comfortable and has since agreed
to have the operation performed upon him.
"My investigations reveal that the operation on Chief Norman is to be performed on Wednesday
January 23rd 2007." our investigator in Senegal also wrote in his email dispatch yesterday.
Awareness Times was unable to get any member of the Norman family last night to confirm if it
was true that the hip replacement operation on the Chief is expected to be performed today. All of
their telephone numbers went straight to voicemail without ringing. However, it is believed that
they might have all flown to Senegal to be with Chief Norman at this emotional time of his.
We will bring you updates on the Chief’s situation as they unfold.
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Media Summary 23 January 2007
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

International Clips on Liberia

Commander of Indian Female UN Police Unit Arrives in Liberia
with Advance Team
New York, Jan 23, 2007 (UN News Service/All Africa Global Media via COMTEX) --The commander of an allfemale Indian United Nations police unit has arrived in Liberia as part of an advance team that will pave the way for
the landmark deployment of a 125-strong force later this month, the first time the world body has sent an all women
specialized police unit to a peacekeeping operation.

Liberian Court Reinstates Parliamentary Speaker
MONROVIA, Jan 23 (Reuters) - Liberia's Supreme Court has ordered the reinstatement of ousted parliamentary
speaker Edwin Snowe, a former ally of ex-President Charles Taylor, pending an appeal by the lawmaker that his
removal was illegal. In a ruling late on Monday, the court summoned 43 parliamentarians to give testimony on
Thursday after they voted last week to dismiss Snowe, Taylor's former son-in-law.

International Clips on West Africa

Mongolia Rotates 200-Strong Peacekeeping Force in Sierra
Leone
ULAN BATOR, Jan 23, 2007 (Xinhua via COMTEX) -- Mongolia has finished the rotation of its 200-strong
peacekeeping force in Sierra Leone. The Mongolian peacekeeping troops returned to Ulan Bator on Tuesday, just a
few days after their replacements joined the peacekeeping mission in the battered Western African country,
Mongolian military officials told local media. In January 2006, Mongolia sent its first batch of peacekeeping troops
to Sierra Leone, carrying out tasks such as patrols as well as ensuring the security of the activities of a U.N. tribunal
and its personnel.

Ivory Coast President Announces Direct Talks with Rebels
ABIDJAN, Jan 22, 2007 (AFP) - Ivory Coast's President Laurent Gbagbo said
Monday that he will later this week hold direct talks with rebels in the west
African country to promote a stalled peace process. "This very week, I shall begin direct
dialogue," Gbagbo said at a New Year's ceremony with the army, broadcast on national
television. "This is an important year for Ivory Coast. Our diplomatic efforts are paying off
little by little."

Local Media – Newspaper
Supreme Court Halts Decision to Remove Speaker Snowe
(The News, The Analyst, Heritage, New Democrat, Daily Observer, The Inquirer, The Informer and The
Forum)
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•
•
•
•

It has become apparent that the power struggle within the Legislature has taken a
different dimension as the Supreme Court yesterday placed a prohibition on all
activities regarding the removal of Speaker Edwin Snowe.
The Supreme Court’s decision was in response to a petition for the Writ of Prohibition
filed to it by the Sherman and Sherman Law Firm representing the disputed Speaker.
By order of Associate Justice, Gladys Johnson sitting in chambers, the “disgruntled”
members of the House of Representatives led by Kettehkumehn Murray, are required
to abide by a stay order placed on all further proceedings until otherwise ordered.
Meanwhile, the Executive Mansion has disclosed that it has received a letter from the
representatives sitting at the Unity Conference Center informing it about the decision
of the “House” to remove the Speaker.

World Bank Delegation Visits LACE
(The News and The Informer)

•
•
•

A six-man delegation from the World Bank is in the country as guest of the Liberia
Agency for Community Empowerment (LACE).
According to a release issued on Monday, the team, headed by the Bank’s Sector
Manager-AFTH2, Madam Eva Jarawan, is in Liberia for the mid-term review of the
Community Empowerment Project executed by LACE.
The overall objective of the review is to access the relevance and the effectiveness of
programmes design, implementation modality and governance structure.

President Johnson-Sirleaf to Address “Majority” Lawmakers on Monday
(The News)

•
•
•

President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf is expected to address “majority” lawmakers at a Joint
Legislative Session on Monday, Presidential Spokesman Cyrus Badio has disclosed.
Mr. Badio told a regular news conference yesterday that the President would address
a session where majority lawmakers are present for the delivery of her annual
message to the Liberian people.
Although Mr. Badio did not mention the venue for the President’s address, majority of
the lawmakers are currently convening at the Unity Conference Center in Virginia,
outside Monrovia.

UNMIL Wants Allegations of Sexual Exploitation and Abuse Probed
(The Informer and New Democrat)

•

[sic:] The United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) has requested the Office of
Internal Oversight Services (OIOS) to conduct an immediate investigation, following
UNMIL’s receipt of information suggesting that some of its personnel have been
involved in sexual exploitation and abuse.

Local Media – Radio Veritas (News monitored today at 9:45 am)

Presidency Receives Missive of House Speaker’s Removal
• Presidential Press Secretary, Mr. Cyrus Badio informed reporters in Monrovia
yesterday that the Presidency received a letter from the House of Representatives
Chief Clerk, Mr. James Kaba informing President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf that Hon.
Edwin Snowe had been removed as Speaker of the House, and added that the missive
had been sent to the Ministry of Justice for “legal advice.”

(Also reported on ELBS Radio and Star Radio)
High Court Prohibits “Renegade” Lawmakers from Meeting
• A member of the Supreme Court Bench, Justice in Chambers Gladys Johnson
yesterday issued a Writ of Prohibition to prevent the “breakaway” members of the
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•
•

House of Representatives from meeting at Virginia and to compel them to return to
the “status quo” until the leadership saga was resolved.
The Writ stated that House Speaker Edwin Snowe should maintain his position until
the renegade group indicated why the writ should not be issued, barring them from
holding all further proceedings.
The Prohibition Writ was issued in response to a petition filed by “embattled” Speaker
Snowe requesting the Supreme Court to interpret the Constitutionality of the process
that led to his removal.

(Also reported on ELBS Radio and Star Radio)
Human Rights Groups Protest against Standoff at Legislature
• The Association of Rights Groups for the Promotion of Peace and Democracy in Liberia
announced that they would commence a “sit-in action” today, Tuesday, at the
Centennial Memorial Pavilion and the Unity Conference Center where divided
members of the House of Representatives meet respectively, and would continue the
action until the Lawmakers conducted the business of the House under one roof.
• The group called on the Executive Branch of Government, religious leaders and
foreign experts to investigate the bribery allegation which has engulfed the House of
Representatives.
Controversial National Documentation Workers Get Forced Leave
• Correspondents said that the Director-General of the Center for National Documents,
Archives and Records, Dr. Sam Pittee-Pokah Toe yesterday issued letters of
compulsory leave to some controversial workers including the Deputy Director for
Administration, Mr. Morison Toualy, four top officials and several other employees of
the Center for their part in an alleged plot to carryout arson at the Center.
• Early Monday morning, the affected employees were reportedly stopped from
entering the Center by Police Officers who had been called in to secure the Center.
• Dr. Toe had informed the Justice Ministry that a group of employees of the Center
and their outside collaborators planned to kill him or harm him and his family and
that the group plotted to burn documents and properties at the Center including the
new Nissan Patrol-Jeep.
• But the affected employees indicated that Dr. Toe’s action amounted to nepotism,
marginalization, corruption and other misdeeds he practices at the Center.

Former Interim Leader Faces Police Questioning for the Second Time
• Mr. Charles Gyude Bryant, former Chairman of the National Transitional Government
of Liberia will today, for the second time, appear for questioning at the Ministry of
Justice in continuation of investigation of alleged misapplication of public funds.
• An ECOWAS Audit Report revealed serious corruption during the tenure of the interim
Government and that the Attorney-General Office was investigating the former
Chairman on the role he may have played in the corruption allegation against his
administration.

(Also reported on ELBS Radio and Star Radio)

Complete versions of the UNMIL International Press Clips, UNMIL Daily Liberian Radio Summary and
UNMIL Liberian Newspapers Summary are posted each day on the UNMIL Bulletin Board. If you are
unable to access the UNMIL Bulletin Board or would like further information on the content of the
summaries, please contact Mr. Weah Karpeh at karpeh@un.org.
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Star Radio
Tuesday, 23 January 2007
A man arrested at Liberia-Sierra Leone border with UNMIL military hard wears
Written by Olivia Swen
Police authorities at Bo Waterside have arrested a man with UNMIL military hard wears.
Abdullah Sawaneh was found with twenty-six pieces of UNMIL military boots and ninety-six
pieces of souvenir.
According to our correspondent Abdullah was arrested in a vehicle traveling from Sierra Leone.
Star Radio correspondent in the County said Abdullah is under going preliminary investigation at
the Bo BIN depot.
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Star Radio
Wednesday, 24 January 2007
UNMIL mandate to be extended
Written by Matthias Daffah
UNMIL has clarified that its mandate in Liberia will not end in March this year as it is being
widely rumoured.
The spokesman of the Mission told Star Radio the mandate would be renewed as of March 2007.
Mr. Ben Dosi-Malor said the head of UNMIL Alan Doss in consultation with the Liberian
Government would extend the mandate as long as necessary.
Mr. Malor said the extension would depend on the security situation in the country and other
benchmarks.
According to Mr. Malor, the extension is in conformity with the UN Security Council mandate
for the maintenance of peace and security in the post-war country.
Be first to comment this article
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Reuters
Tuesday, 23 January 2007
Liberian court reinstates parliamentary speaker
MONROVIA (Reuters) - Liberia's Supreme Court has ordered the reinstatement of ousted
parliamentary speaker Edwin Snowe, a former ally of ex-President Charles Taylor, pending an
appeal by the lawmaker that his removal was illegal.
In a ruling late on Monday, the court summoned 43 parliamentarians to give testimony on
Thursday after they voted last week to dismiss Snowe, Taylor's former son-in-law.
The no-confidence vote stirred controversy after the majority pro-government group from
Liberia's 64-member lower house met at an impromptu venue outside the war-scarred seafront
capital Monrovia to dismiss Snowe.
A group of lawmakers supporting Snowe held their own rival assembly at the legislature's
temporary headquarters in the centre of the dilapidated city. The parliament building is being
renovated after the country's 1989-2003 civil war.
In his appeal, Snowe charged that several members of parliament had been paid $5,000 to vote
against him. He also argued that the parliamentary session that voted him out of office was
unlawful because it did not take place in a city, as the constitution stipulates.
Snowe, who is still under a U.N. travel ban imposed on Taylor's allies in 2001, had been
summoned by lawmakers to explain two alleged breaches of parliamentary protocol. When he
failed to attend, they dismissed him.
President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf, who has just completed a year in office as Africa's first elected
female president, is due to address both houses of parliament on January 29.
Johnson-Sirleaf, who defeated soccer legend George Weah in historic post-war elections
organised by a U.N. peacekeeping mission, has vowed to tackle graft, restore basic services and
bring an end to widespread poverty and crime.
Taylor is in The Hague facing war crimes charges before a U.N.-backed tribunal trying suspects
linked to Sierra Leone's civil war.
Taylor's trial was moved from Freetown after Liberia's new government raised concerns his
continued presence in the region was a threat to stability as Liberia recovers from its own
devastating civil war.
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United Nations
Tuesday, 23 January 2007
Daily Press Briefing by the Office of the Spokesman for the Secretary-General (Excerpts)
-SNIP**International Court of Justice
The International Court of Justice today gave its decision on the request for provisional
measures submitted by Uruguay against Argentina in the case concerning the pulp mills on the
River Uruguay.
In their ruling, a majority of ICJ judges found that the circumstances, as they now present
themselves to the Court, do not require the exercise of its power.
**Sierra Leone Court
The Special Court for Sierra Leone has scheduled a status conference in its case against
former Liberian President Charles Taylor for January 26th on the premises of the International
Criminal Court (ICC) in The Hague.
And to update you on the preparations for the start of the Taylor trial, Stephen Rapp, the
Court’s newly-appointed Chief Prosecutor, will be our guest at the noon briefing on January 30.
-SNIP-
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Voice of America
Tuesday, 23 January 2007
Guinea's Deadliest Day of Opposition Raises Human Rights Concerns
By Phuong Tran
Dakar

Union leaders in Guinea say they will pursue their strike, despite deadly violence that killed more
than 20 people and injured dozens on Monday. But human-rights activists and aid workers are
alarmed at conditions in Guinea as the protest finishes its second week. Phuong Tran reports from
VOA's West Africa bureau in Dakar.
Upon their release after a night in jail, union leaders vowed to
continue the strike.
One of National Council of Guinean Workers' leaders and
principle organizers of the strikes, Ibrahima Fofona, says union
leaders have no choice but to continue the strike.

Protesters march during a
demonstration, part of a
general strike in Conakry,
22 Jan 2007

Another detained union leader, Radiatou Serah Diallo, said
negotiations are needed, but protesters are open to what she
called different alternatives.
Protest organizers have called for President Lansana Conte to
resign.

Union leaders have also called for a new prime minister with increased powers. President Conte's
release of two allies jailed in connection with a corruption investigation prompted the protests.
Meanwhile, peaceful protests were held outside the capital,
while in Conakry, heavily armed security forces patrolled the
downtown area and main streets.
The prospect of a continued deadlock worries Alioune Tine
with the Senegal-based African Assembly for the Defense of
Human Rights. He urges a peace delegation from the Economic
Community of West African States, or ECOWAS, to hasten its
Police forces stand guard at visit.
the crossroads of some of
Conakry's suburban
avenues, 23 Jan 2007

"We have an emergency in Guinea," he said. "Outsiders [are]
very useful in this very difficult time [when] people are
combating for democracy and human rights to strengthen their struggle and denounce human
rights [abuses] there."
ECOWAS leaders had planned the visit early in the week, but postponed the mediation attempt
after a refusal from Guinea's government to welcome the group.
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Aid workers say civilians are reeling from the strike's
impact.
The two-week work stoppage has shut down banks and most
public institutions, stopped production of the country's main
mineral export, led to the cancellation of flights in and out of
the country, and disrupted the delivery of food and medical
supplies.
Women sell their goods in

Director Mamady Cisse, of the International Federation of
front of closed shops in the
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies office in Nzerekore in center of Conakry, 21 Jan
southern Guinea, says he will run out of the supplies if the
2007
strike continues.
"We do not have access to our bank accounts to purchase dwindling medical supplies, and even if
we did, we cannot get these shipments because of canceled flights. By the end of the month, we
may face a major disruption in medical services," said Cisse.
Cisse is also concerned about food and income security.
He said, "Since the roads have been blocked off, producers in small villages cannot get their food
products to the bigger markets, which threatens both city food supplies as well as rural producers'
income."
But strikers say they are already suffering amid persistent
poverty and inflation, and that what is most important is that
President Conte give up his 23-year reign.
Union leaders say Mr. Conte was angry at how the military
repressed marchers on Monday.
The chain-smoking, diabetic, and gravely ill president has not
indicated any willingness to yield power.
Lansana Conte (File)

